
It’s August which means many families are preparing for the start 

of school. When families are also grieving, this transition can 

bring a mixture  of relief, dread, excitement, and trepidation. 

 
Much like work for adults, children and teens spend a majority of 

their time at school, and they take their grief with them. For some 

children and teens, returning to school is comforting. They find 

support in the structure, familiarity, connections with friends, and 

the opportunity to focus on something other than grief. For others 

though, it can be a challenging venture that brings additional 

stress, uncertainty, and worry. What to think through and how to 

help depends on a number of factors. How old is your child and 
what grade are they in? 

 

Who died in their life and what was their relationship? How did 

the person die? When did the loss occur? There’s no formula for 

how the answers to these questions affect someone’s grief, but 

they are important to consider as you sort through how to best 

support your child or teen in returning to school. 

 
No matter our age, we engage with grief on many levels: emotion-

al, physical, cognitive, spiritual, and behavioral. Whether it’s the 

emotional ups and downs of relating with peers, focusing on 

schoolwork, or having to talk about family culture and beliefs for a 

project, school can be a place that connects with multiple facets 

of grief. If a death or other loss occurred over the summer, return-

ing to school can be extremely charged. Even for those who are 

familiar with being in school while grieving, each year brings new 
challenges and milestones to face without the person who died. 

Transitions can be difficult for anyone, but especially so for those 

who are grieving. As your family moves from the rhythm of sum-

mer to school, children and teens may be worried, irritable, or 

overwhelmed. You can help with this transition by planning ahead 

and talking with them about upcoming changes related to bed/

wake up times, chores, pick-up/drop-off routines, homework ex-

pectations, and after school activities. If your child has first day 

fears about finding their way around or what their teacher(s) will 
be like, see if you can arrange a time the week before school 

starts to take a tour and even meet the staff. Knowing what to 

expect can be reassuring for both children and teens. 

 

One of students’ biggest back to school concerns is wondering 

who knows about the death and what details they have. If the 

death happened over the summer, or if your child is going to a 

new school, ask what they would like shared with teachers and 
classmates. Your child’s first instinct might be to keep the death a 

secret. Often they fear being treated differently or being seen as 

“the kid whose (parent/caregiver/sibling) died.” While it’s im-

portant to honor your child’s wishes, talk with them about the 

challenges of trying to keep the loss a secret. Doing so takes a lot 

of energy and can limit their ability to open up with friends. The 

other side is when teachers know your child is grieving, they are 

better equipped to be supportive and understanding. Depending 

on the size of your school community, it’s possible that other stu-
dents already know about the death, whether from social media 

or the adults in their lives. Given that, talk with your child about 

the power of being able to tell their own story, rather than people 

finding out in other ways. For younger children this could mean a 

teacher telling the class, with or without your child present. With 

older students, offer to talk with their teachers and also forecast 

with them what it will be like to tell friends that someone in their 

life has died. 
 

There are many casual conversations where family and friends 

may come up. Anything from “What do your parents do?” to “Do 

you have any brothers and sisters?” to “Why do your grandpar-

ents pick you up after school?” can catch your child off guard. It’s 

helpful for them to have ideas ahead of time for how to respond. 

We’ve heard over and over how awkward it is for students to re-

turn to school and be met with a flurry of “I’m sorry for your loss,” 

and hugs from classmates they’ve never really talked to before. 
Teens in particular are sensitive to what they consider to be sac-

charine sympathy (“Oh you poor thing,”) or people trying to relate 

by saying, “I know how you feel, my dog died last year.” There’s 

also the challenge of offhand comments which can be particularly 

painful for grieving students like “This class is killing me” or “I’m 

so bored, I could shoot myself.” Again, it’s useful to talk with your 

child about these types of comments and strategize replies that 

work for them. As one teen in our groups shared, “The challenge 
with suicide is there are a lot more ways for people to be insensi-

tive about it.” Talking openly with your child about the death and 

answering their questions is a great way to help them feel more 

comfortable and secure when faced with judgment from others. 

Here are a few other general back to school aspects to consider: 

Continued on Page 6... 

“The soul would have no rainbow had the eyes no tears.”             
       -John Vance Cheney 
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Don't be afraid to ask for help from those close to you when you need it. So much hurt and pain go 

unheeded during grief because we don't want to bother anyone else with our problems. Wouldn't you 

want someone close to you to ask for help if they needed it? Some relatives and friends will not be 

able to handle your grief. Find someone with whom to talk. Seek out an understanding friend, survivor, or support group member. 

You Are Not Alone… 

“Life doesn’t get easier or more forgiving; we get stronger and more resilient.” Dr. Steve Maraboli 

When you need to talk to someone 

who has experienced a loss of…                              

Spouse/Partner                                

Anne W.                    619-992-9023 

Bonnie B.    619-818-3363 

Allison L.    760-670-7158 

Son 

Christa S.                  858-755-3400      

Cheryl W.    619-277-0913 

Thomas D.    dalton52@icloud  

 

Daughter 

Cheryl V.                   760-942-7869 

Anne W.                    619-992-9023  

 

Parent                                                      

Paul  G.* (Mother)    760-815-1482 

Kate W.   (Father)      916-601-4585 

Nick G.  (Father)        317-775-1274 

 

Family Member/Friend 

Pam E.  (Brother)     760-415-5604  

Cindy P. (Sister)        619-850-6225  

Jeanie F.* (Friend)   619- 417-2788                  

*Bilingual:  English-Spanish 

Helpful Websites 

American Assoc. of Suicidology  

www.suicidology.org  

Compassionate Friends 

www.compassionatefriends.org  

Fresno Survivors of Suicide Loss 

www.fresnosos.org  

Friends for Survival, Inc. 

www.friendsforsurvival.org 

GROWW Friends Helping Friends 

www.groww.org/Branches/sos.htm 

Suicide: Finding Hope 

www.suicidefindinghope.com 

Suicide Prevention Resource Ctr.  

www.sprc.org  

Suicide is Preventable  

www.suicideispreventable.org  

Trevor Project 

www.thetrevorproject.org  

UMTR2ME  You Matter To Me 

www.UMTR2ME.org  

Thank you Zoom for Saving my Life 
 

Connie Scorza 2/9/2022     

 

I am just hours away from the second  

Angelversary of my husband Larry’s death 

by suicide. I would never have imagined at 

11:10 p.m. that night, 20 minutes before 

his end, and the last time we spoke after 
38 years together, that I would have suicide 

survivor jargon become a part of my future 

life. “Angelversary” would actually be a 

pleasant word if everything surrounding it 

wasn’t so horrific. Similarly, I am so grateful 

and in awe of the people who are my 

friends via small squares on my computer 

screen, and who no way, no how would I 
have had the privilege of knowing, support-

ing and being supported by, if not for the horror of February 10, 2020. 

 

The hours and hours I spent talking with and listening to other survivors in meetings being 

facilitated from Oregon, California, Colorado, Wisconsin, and New York are the only reason I 

am here at this moment. As the pandemic swept across the country, the continent, and the 

world, we were joined by survivors from around the world. While any other meeting with peo-

ple of different gender, age, race, education, family makeup, background/history, religion, 
political leaning, financial standing, etc. would be fraught with disagreements and argu-

ments, these meetings are so caring, gentle, truthful, insightful, sad, and even fun at times.   

 

Never is there anger amongst the squares, never is someone made to feel less than, never 

does someone in another square give less than all he/she has to reach out, uplift and un-

burden the person in the square on the other side of the screen. It is a group of people I 

never imagined existed but has existed for many years before I became a survivor. Before 

the pandemic, the majority of these meetings were held in-person, where there were people 

to hug, hold and physically support each other. I never got to do that. However, given the 
choice, I choose the little squares. Not that I don’t long for hugs, but never in those in-person 

meetings would you have the type and level of interaction we have on so many days/nights 

of the week. Pre-pandemic a survivor would be attending one group a week, a month, or 

some similar timeframe somewhere in their community. I have, on so many occasions, at-

tended a meeting every night of the week. I needed each and every one of those meetings. I 

needed each and every person in those squares whether for them to help me, or me them, 

and to be heard, understood and come away knowing this is how I will be getting to the other 

side of this complicated grief that NO ONE has ever wished for or expected. 
 

Yes, two years ago, I was enjoying my retirement after 50 years of working. We weren’t in 

great financial shape, but a reverse mortgage allowed us to live in our house and a pension 

and social security gave us the funds we needed. It was as close to the “Golden Years” as I 

thought I would ever live. Then in 20 minutes time, without warning or notice, my world was 

hit by a nuclear bomb. Thirty days later a global pandemic arrived and changed everything.  

That pandemic drove people to madness in driving up real estate prices. My property be-

came a gold mine. Putting me in a financial situation I could only have dreamed of. But the 
cost I paid was way too high. The end result certainly didn’t justify the means. I would rather 

live under a bridge if I could just have him back. That is not to be, but Zoom and the pan-

demic gave me something more reliable...my survivor groups in all those little squares.  

Someday, I hope to be in the large square of a facilitator, but for the time being, I will attend 

every meeting I can and accept all the help and friendship given and return all the help and 

friendship I am able at this two year Angelversary. 

http://www.suicidology.org
http://www.compassionatefriends.org
http://www.fresnosos.org
http://www.friendsforsurvival.org
http://www.groww.org/Branches/sos.htm
http://www.suicidefindinghope.com
http://www.sprc.org
http://www.suicideispreventable.org
http://www.thetrevorproject.org
http://www.UMTR2ME.org
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“Showing gratitude is one of the simplest yet most powerful things humans can do for each other.” Randy Pausch 

Gratitude Speaks 
By Michele Madden 

When we reside in a place of Gratitude, the world changes.  
This is a place for survivors to share what they are grateful for.  

 

Every week at SOSL we have at least three meetings. Sometimes more but always at least three. Each of those meetings is lead by a 
caring Facilitator, who all volunteer their time and energy by helping survivors. Some have been with SOSL for years and years, and 

others, just a few. They truly are the backbone of SOSL. Without them, we would NOT have 18 support groups a month. Each of those 

individuals has a caring and wonderful heart and are genuinely committed to you and your healing journey. They want to break the 

chains of stigma, see those who are struggling get the help they need, and want to offer you a safe place to grieve. When each meet-

ing is over, they don’t just click off and go about their rest of their day. Often, a Survivor will say “something” in a group, and it will 

stay with the Facilitator. They think about it. Many times, they will reach out to the person that day or at some point just to see how 

they are doing. If they do, please take the time to reply to them. They are caring and really thinking about your wellbeing.  

 
There are other ways our Facilitators are involved with SOSL that you might not even be aware of. They also help with the SOSL 

events. Some volunteer at our annual Walk in Remembrance with Hope while others form and lead teams. We have Facilitators on 

the planning team for our Ride for Life as well SOSL Day. A few have answered the support line or worked at resource tables where 

we tell people about what SOSL does. We have a few Facilitators who answer calls or emails for those who are reaching out accord-

ing to a similar loss, and it is likely they will never meet those people face to face.  

 

My role with SOSL means I get to know all our Facilitators. I do try to be available when they need support. I know that many of you 

cannot wait to go back to in-person meetings, but I am extremely thankful that during this time you all have had the opportunity to 
meet all our Facilitators at different meetings you have attended. I really love when I am in a meeting, and someone brings up some-

thing a Facilitator from another group shared. It is almost always packed with wisdom and healing. 

 

SOSL truly does have the best facilitators and I am so blessed to collaborate with them. If you want to meet up with your Facilitator in 

person, ask if they will be at our Walk in Remembrance with Hope which is in Balboa Park on September 11, 2022. It might be a 

Meditation Moment 
We invite you to consider this for a few quiet moments… 

 
Coping With Grief During Autumn. 

by Louise (source: www.louisecreswick.com/coping-with-grief-during-autumn/) 

 

Grief can be heightened or re-awakened as the year comes to a close. Weather and seasons can have a real impact on mood and 

coping. The days are becoming colder, and the earlier evening draws in. In essence, this brings more quiet time and stillness which 

causes us to notice the absence of a loved one more. It can be especially difficult if this is your first year of ‘everything’ without your 

loved one. It’s also a reminder that the winter days will soon be here, as well as the inevitable periods of celebration. I get that this 

realization can cause all sorts of dread and fear to rise up. Any source of change is often a catalyst for grief, as well as the emotional 

triggers that come with the festivities: Halloween, Thanksgiving, Christmas, New Year, and so on. It’s not always easy to witness oth-

ers in their ‘holiday happiness’, without feeling a tinge of sadness, jealousy, guilt or other emotions associated with grief. At times it 

seems like new memories will never happen, and peace will never be found. 
 

The good news, there are lots of ways to help yourself through the autumn and winter seasons and I believe that the key is planning. 

And planning needs to start now. What I mean by planning is to spend some time understanding what your needs might be (I get that 

these can change with your grief), and having some flexible ideas or arrangements in place. A good way to do this is to either talk 

things through with a friend, family member or professional. Or, take to your journal and do some explorative writing.  

 

I found this lovely passage about ‘autumn grief’ by Nina Watts – Carrier, cited on the Good Grief website: “Like the seasons, our lives 

ebb and flow. As in nature, some changes in our lives are gradual and subtle while others are significant and enduring. Change, such 
as death, can destabilize our world as everything that was once familiar to us is now different. Such dramatic changes can leave us 

feeling overwhelmed and helpless. This is grief. Grief is a normal reaction to change and loss. Every relationship that we have is 

unique and therefore we all have our own unique experience with grief. Grief is holistic and impacts on every aspect of our lives, our 

sleep patterns, our appetite, our energy levels, our cognitive abilities, our emotions, and our ability to engage with people and things 

and so forth. Grief can be physically and mentally exhausting. Grief is the process by which we adjust to our new reality”. 

 

I hope the prompts serve you and help you to prepare for the coming seasons. Please remember to always seek professional help if 

you are finding your grief a struggle. 

https://www.louisecreswick.com/author/louise/
https://www.louisecreswick.com/coping-with-loss-at-christmas/
https://www.goodgrief.org.au/blog/coping-bereavement-grief


***Due to the COVID 19 Restrictions*** 

SOSL support groups are meeting online via ZOOM.  

For more information, email Michele@SOSLsd.org 

or call the Warmline (619) 482-0297 

S O S L  S u p p o r t  G r o u p  M e e t i n g s - S a n  D i e g o  

Encinitas Community Center / ECC 
2nd & 4th MONDAY S  7-8:30 pm /  Sep. 12 & 26, Oct. 10 & 24, Nov. 14 & 28 

Grossmont-Sharp Hospital / GSH  Currently not meeting 
2nd FRIDAY   7–8:30 pm /  September 9, October 14, November 11 

Scripps Mercy Hospital / SMH 
1st & 3rd MONDAYS 7-8:30 pm /  Sep. 5 & 19, Oct. 3 & 17, Nov. 7 & 21 

South Bay Group / SBG     
3rd THURSDAY  7-8:30 pm /  September 15, October 20, November 17 

Men’s Only- 
2nd and 4th TUESDAY S  7-8:30 pm /  Sep. 13 & 27, Oct. 11 & 25, Nov. 8 & 22 

 

Military /Vet Group-VET  

3rd Thursday  September, 15 October 20, November 17 

 

Native America Group-NA  
4th Tuesday  7-8:30 September 27, October 23, November 22 

 

Spouse and Domestic Partner-SDP 
Saturday night 7-8:30 pm September, October, November 

 

Riverside County Group / RCG 
2nd and 4th MONDAYS  7-8:30 pm /  Sep. 12 & 26, Oct. 10 & 24, Nov. 14 & 28 

29029 Murrieta Rd., Sun City 92586 —  Valley Christian Fellowship                    

Aurora Behavioral Health Center / ABHC 
4th WEDNESDAY  7-8:30 pm /  September 28, October 26, November 23 
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“I can be changed by what happens to me, but I refuse to be reduced by it.”  Maya Angelou  
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November 2022 

Oceanside Group Tri City Medical Center / TCMC 
1st and 3rd Wednesday  September, October , Novemeber 

Otay Mesa—Bilingual Group / OM     
3rd THURSDAY  7-8:30 pm /  September 15, October 20, November 17 

4S Ranch—4S   This Meeting is at 5:00 

Flaoting meeting /  September 1 October 13, November 10 

DAYTIME Meeting– DAY There is a daytime meeting  meeting every 

week .  Date and time changes  

mailto:Michele@SOSLsd.org
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“Man never made any material as resilient as the human spirit.”  Bernard Williams 
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“Grief can’t be shared. Everyone carries it alone. His own burden in his own way.”  Anne Morrow Lindbergh 

Continued: The Path of Grief 

Continued from Page 1… 

 

Make a difficult day safety plan: Throughout the year, there will 

be months and days that are more difficult than others. Often 
these coincide with the approach of significant days. It could be 

your child’s birthday or the birthday of the person who died, the 

anniversary not only of the day someone died, but also any other 

events connected to the death such as a diagnosis, hospital stay, 

or “first and lasts” (ex. first volleyball tournament since the death, 

the last time the person who died was at a school event, first field 

trip without the person there to chaperone, etc.). No matter the 

time of year, it’s helpful for children and teens to have a difficult 
day safety plan in place. Talk with your child first to identify what 

they need when they feel overwhelmed. Then, collaborate with 

teachers, counselors, and administrators to identify strategies for 

your child to access that support. This might look like figuring out 

a teacher, counselor, or other staff that your child feels safe with 

and making a plan for how they can leave their classroom to 

check in with that person. One family used a pebble system 

where the student could silently place a pebble on the teacher’s 
desk as a sign that they were going to walk down to the office for 

a short break with a counselor. Even if your child never imple-

ments their difficult day safety plan, it can be very reassuring to 

have one in place.  

 

Find ways for children and teens to check in with you or other 

caregivers: After a death, children and teens often fear something 

will happen to other people in their lives. Going the entire school 
day without a check-in can be a lot to ask, especially in the first 

few months after a death. Talk with your child and school staff 

about how they can check in with you or others at certain times 

throughout the day. This can be a simple as a quick phone call at 

the school office or a lunch time text. 

 

Plan drop-off and pick-up routines: If the person who died was a 

part of a child’s drop-off and pick-up routine, those times of day 

can be especially difficult. Ask your child ahead of time about 
these and talk about possible options to problem-solve their con-

cerns. Some will want to keep things as routine as possible while 

others may want to try out something totally new. Nine-year-old 

Maya was used to walking her little sister to class every morning. 

When her sister died over the summer, Maya dreaded walking 

into school without her sister there to hold her hand. After a few 

conversations, she and her father realized if Maya could be ready 

to leave ten minutes early, her father could walk her into school 
and still get to work on time. 

 

Talk about after school rituals: Similar to drop-off/pick-up rou-

tines, what fter school activities are affected by the death? Is your 

child used to having a snack and going to the park with his grand-

mother every day? Did your teen go over to her best friend’s 

house to work on homework? Not knowing what it will be like can 

be the hardest part of grief, so work together to come up with an 
after school plan. This gives your child a chance to talk about 

what they will miss and be part of coming up with new alterna-

tives they can look forward to. 

 

Address challenges with concentration, memory, and school as-

signments: Grief can take a toll on our ability to  focus and com-

plete tasks. As one teen shared, “Thinking about my sister’s 

death took up all of my brain space, there wasn’t any room left for 
algebra.” Many people say they struggle to remember anything 

from moment to moment, leaving them in need of multiple re-

minders and strategies to stay organized. The same is true for 

students. Work with your child and their teacher(s) to come up 

with ideas for trying to focus and keeping track of schoolwork. 

One fifth grader picked a homework buddy who promised to 

check in at the end of the day to make sure he had all the correct 

worksheets and would also call every night after dinner to see if 
he had questions about the assignments. 

 

Make time for recreation, play, and friends: Grieving students are 

still children and teens who need time for  rest, relaxation, and 

fun. When school and work get hectic, making plans for connect-

ing and fun can be quickly put aside in an effort to get everything 

done. Play is how children, especially young children, process and 

integrate what is happening in their world. If the person who died 
was an integral part of their play and fun, it’s helpful to be aware 

that they might be worried about who will do those activities with 

them now. If your child had a weekend tradition of watching mov-

ies or playing video games with their brother, ask if that is some-

thing they want to continue to do with someone else or if it’s too 

painful at this point. Let children know it’s okay to keep traditions 

or change them up completely. Sometimes a loss can leave a 

parent or caregiver with significantly less time and financial re-
sources for recreation and play. If this is true, are there people in 

your community who can step in to help? For many children, 

knowing they have dedicated time to spend with the adults they 

care about, no matter the activity, is the most important thing. 

Sitting down once a day to read a book together, walking the dog 

after dinner, or even making a pillow and blanket fort are great 

options for connecting. 

 

Find ways to take care of yourself: Research tells us how a griev-
ing child will fare is strongly connected to how their adult caregiv-

ers are doing. Self-care is often easier said than done, especially 

when you are grieving and it feels like one more thing on a very 

long to-do list. Whether it’s finding time to be by yourself, con-

necting with others, exercising, getting enough sleep, being crea-

tive, or anything else that brings you ease and comfort, attending 

to the needs of your mind, body, and spirit is one of the best ways 

you can support your child. For more suggestions on self-care,  
podcast at dougycenter.com Grief Out Loud: Ep. 38: What Helps 

When You're Grieving - Ideas For Body, Mind, and Spirit 

(libsyn.com) 

 

Returning to school is a significant experience for every student 

and particularly for those who are grieving. No matter how your 

child feels about the start of school, we hope these ideas and 

suggestions will provide you with a good foundation for talking 
with them about their concerns and finding ways for them to feel 

supported and understood. For more information, please see our 

guidebook, Help for the Grieving Student, A Guide for Teachers.  

Source Dougy Center for Grieving Children  

https://deardougy.libsyn.com/e038-what-helps-when-youre-grieving-ideas-for-body-mind-and-spirit
https://deardougy.libsyn.com/e038-what-helps-when-youre-grieving-ideas-for-body-mind-and-spirit
https://deardougy.libsyn.com/e038-what-helps-when-youre-grieving-ideas-for-body-mind-and-spirit
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Jennifer Crawford 

(Sandy Benedict — Aug. 13, 1978) 

In loving memory of my mother.  

She was too fragile for this world.  

I miss her every day.  

 

In memory of Austin Thorp  

He was 15. Love and miss you so much!  

Love Mom and all your family 

 

Earl and Linda Storms 

(Nikki Storms — Sep. 11, 1996) 

Love and miss you always! 

 

John Gagel (Stanton Gagel) 

I never know what to say except that we 

miss you every day.  

 

Leopold and Amanda Caniya 

(Melvin Barrera Caniya — June 12, 2003) 

You are always in our hearts.  

 

Dr. and Mrs. Brian Bales 

(Stephen Bales — Sep. 17, 1995) 

We miss your hugs.  

 

 

In memory of Anton Viktor Jungenberg  

(Sep. 6, 2009) 

I will always love you Anton. You are 

beautiful and always in my heart.  

Love Mom 

 

Heather Feeley 

J & C – I love you as much as ever.  

 

Karen Mescher 

 

Leigh Diebel 

 

Margaret & Michael Strahm 

 

Nancy Deutsch 

In memory of Arthur Valentine 

 

Andrew Norelli 

 

Tom Dalton 

 

Kari Lorraine Scott 

I'm honoring Penny who lost her son, 

Landon. 

 

Pauly De Bartolo 

Shannon Lee Kurtz 

 

Mike and Shannon Kurtz 

 

Jennifer Crawford 

 

Merrill Gill 

 

Arthur Cohen 

 

Victoria Martin 

 

Milo Pence 

 

Janice Wright 

 

Judith Goodie 

 

Joyce Bruggeman 

 

Sandra King 

 

Kathy Wolff 

 

Jenny Pickney 

CONTRIBUTORS: 
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“When I peeled back the layers I found a beautiful resilience inside.” Lori Schaefer 

Survivors of Suicide Loss, Inc., is a nonprofit, nonsectarian, self-help support group system for those who have lost 

a relative or friend to suicide. The Hope & Comfort Newsletter staff is dedicated to the primary goal of publishing 

articles and information, which is assisting in the grieving and healing process of our readers. We welcome your 

written contributions for inclusion in the newsletter; however, we reserve the right to publish only those articles that 

are considered to be of benefit to the majority of our readers.  
 

Please send all correspondence to: 

  

Survivors of Suicide Loss: PO Box 3297, La Mesa, CA 91944-3297 
 

Helpline: (619) 482-0297  Website: www.SOSLsd.org   Email: info@SOSLsd.org   A
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Follow SOSL on Social Media! 
 

Keep in touch with SOSL on social media! We are on Facebook, Instagram and LinkedIn.  

Use them to connect with the SOSL community and keep up to date with news and events! 
 

www.facebook.com/soslsd          www.instagram.com/sosl_sd    www.linkedin.com/company/soslsd 

http://www.SOSLsd.org
mailto:info@SOSLsd.org
http://www.facebook.com/soslsd
http://www.instagram.com/sosl_sd
http://www.linkedin.com/company/soslsd

